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the best thing about dams is that they provide the most updated books with chapter wise explanation for each
and every question.i am not saying this because they are helping me for my neet pg preparation. but its the
fact that their books are the most updated with chapter wise explanations. if you have already studied the
chapter then you can just go through the question and you will get most of the answers right without any

problem. once you have done the question with confidence, then you can move to the next chapter and get
the answers for that. they provide this material very in a cheap price. you can easily find its material on the
internet. and in dams classroom, you have the actual material and you can use that for revision. the amount

of material that they provide is more than what is needed for the preparation of one subject. it is like they
have the complete material for all the subjects, they are just selling it for a nominal fee. so, even if you have
to pay rs 2000, its worth it. dams is the only coaching institute that provide material at a cheap price. all the
other coaching institutes i had been to were charging more than rs 10,000 for the preparation of one subject.

anyway, that was in my opinion. the content provided by dams has huge value and you need to study it
properly. in my opinion, you can study in a more confident manner if you study the book with the assistance of

notes. i had a very good experience with them. i didn't pay more than rs 2000 for the preparation of my pg
entrance exam and i am prepared. i would say dams is the only institute that provides the subject material in
the most updated format. all the other coaching institutes have their material either in the form of books or

notes but they are not the most updated.
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i joined my dams
classes in march
24th 2017 and in
november, i have
joined my post-

graduation exams.
i finished all my
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prep in dams by
november. i have

done 2 revisions of
all the subjects till

november and
after that i just

resorted to online
mock tests and

brushing through
what i had already
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studied. the dams
is one of the

prestigious and
successful career

point for mbbs
students preparing

to pursue post-
graduation after

mbbs through neet
exam. here, you
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can find
handwritten notes

by dams in pdf
format for free
download from
google drive by
2021 and 2022.
the list has been

separated as mbbs
first year, second
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year, third year
and fourth year.

scroll through the
subjects and click

to follow the
download links to

each subject
handwritten notes.
please note we are
regularly updating
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the links, so do
check back after
one day if you
cannot find the

links. apart from
number 1 coaching
institute for the pg
medical entrance

examinations
aipg(nbe/neet)
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pattern, they are
also known for

preparing students
to crack the tough

most medical
entrance exams
like aiims, pgi,

upsc, dnb & mci
screening. dams

provides
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specialized
courses which are

designed by
experts in the

respective fields
led by dr. sumer
sethi, who is a
radiologist and
was himself a

topper in aipg &
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aiims before. they
indeed provide

best coaching for
aipg (nbe/neet)

pattern, aiims pg
entrance, and pgi
chandigarh by our

sincere effort.
delhi academy of
medical sciences
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(dams) is currently
the top most

coaching institute
for pg medical

entrance
education for over

16 years now.
under the

leadership of dr.
sumer sethi,
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radiologist and
previous topper in
aipg/ aiims. dams
is recognized for
its impeccable

foresight, enviable
expertise and

innate acumen.
5ec8ef588b
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